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       I lay in my dressing room after being in make-up waiting to go on. They
knew I was feeling pretty rotten and they tried to give me time to rest.
But I couldn't sleep. I couldn't do anything. 
~Dick York

I went to a Gestalt therapist and said that I want to be able to at least
tell my muscles that aren't involved that they don't have to go into
spasms too. 
~Dick York

I had done my first picture and I didn't have anything to do for awhile. I
was asked to come back to New York and do Bus Stop in the role of
the cowboy opposite Kim Stanley. 
~Dick York

Radio allowed people to act with their hearts and minds. 
~Dick York

I was seeing everything through pain. 
~Dick York

Every time I listened to Lux Radio Theatre, I wanted to vomit. 
~Dick York

I kept having chills. This was in the middle of the summer and I was
wearing a sheepskin jacket and I was chilling. I was shaking all over. 
~Dick York

Fortunately, I was supposed to look confused and disoriented because,
God, I felt that way. 
~Dick York

I took pain pills to get to sleep because I didn't want to go to work the
next day exhausted. 
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~Dick York

When I did Inherit the Wind, I learned about teaching school. I also
found out what a fundamentalist was. 
~Dick York

After all, didnt I blow a magnificent career? 
~Dick York
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